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1) Iris in Furs
2) Jubilee of Indifference
3) ...no messages...
4) Dog Heaven
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4 movements for amplified chamber ensemble
by
EVAN ZIPORYN

1) Iris in Furs
2) Jubilee of Indifference
3) ...no messages...
4) Dog Heaven

Approximate length: 25 minutes (5:45, 3:30, 8:00, 6:30)

Instrumentation:
2 Clarinets in B-flat (both double bass clarinet)
1 Baritone Saxophone in E-flat (doubling Alto Saxophone in E-flat)
1 Trumpet in B-flat
1 Trombone
1 Piano
1 Drum kit
1 Percussion (combinations of congas, bongos, djembes, etc. at the discretion of performer)
1 Violin
1 Cello
1 Bass

MORE SONGS ABOUT TELEPHONES AND DOGS was commissioned by The Kitchen, NYC, for the House Blend series. It was premiered in December, 2002 by an ensemble directed by the composer. It is dedicated to Iris (1988-2002).